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So far the first Alt Mixed Teams has been a great success (though for some more than others...) and
especially for the kibitzers.
We are happy to announce that the second Alt Mixed Teams is already planned for the week June 1st
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to 5th. We had lots of interest surrounding the event,
so the field will once again be world class.
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Wednesday May 20
14.30 EDT/20.30 CET
Mangoes - Donner
Ferm - Cole
Gupta - Pepsi
Koeppel - Meltzer

No-Lightner double
by Christina Lund Madsen

Board 2 of the day was an interesting and
very good 6♥, but because diamonds split
4-0 was down on a ruff, whereas 6♦ was
cold, should any manage to find that contract after 1♥-opening and partner having
4-card support.
I expected a few lightner doubles, but was
disappointed as only 3 tables reached
slam, non doubled.
Hilda Setton

The one table who managed to beat 6♥
were the leading Mangoes:
Board 2. E / NS

♠
♥
♦
♣

♠
♥
♦
♣

84
Q432
KQ73
K62

KQT7532
T9
QJ85
N
W

E
S

♠
♥
♦
♣

AJ9
J8
T954
T743

♠
♥
♦
♣

6
AK765
AJ862
A9

WEST

NORTH

EAST

SOUTH

Tebha

Francheschetti

Grue

Setton

1♥

Pass

3♣

3♠

4♣

Dble

4♦

4♠

6♥

All pass

South led the ♠A and got the ♠10 from
partner. She shifted to the ♦9 and was
rewarded when her partner ruffed.

Morten Bilde - Vinita Gupta made 6♥,
as the defense did not find the ruff after
North played the ♠2 on partner's ♠A lead
(not sure of their methods) but May Sakr
- Pepsi managed to find the cold 6♦ as the
only pair:
WEST

NORTH

EAST

SOUTH

Sakr

Brink

Pepsi

Ferm

1♥

Pass

2NT*

4♠

5♣*

Pass

5♦*

X

XX

5♠

Pass

Pass

6♦

All Pass

2NT was at least invitational with hearts.
5♣ was a cuebid, 5♦ cuebid and could
be natural, and now North tried a prelightner double of 5♦. East redoubled and
South bid 5♠. East smelled the void and
tried 6♦, happily passed by his partner.
+920 and a pure blitz against Team Ferm.
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Results / Ranking
RR3

IMPs

VPs

Mangoes - Koeppel

66-28

17.32-2.68

Meltzer - Gupta

30-48

5.80-14.20

Pepsi - Ferm

88-5

20.00-0.00

Cole - Donner

23-78

0.91-19.09

RR4

IMPs

VPs

Mangoes - Gupta

60-22

17.32-2.68

Koeppel - Ferm

61-47

13.41-6.59

Meltzer - Donner

64-19

18.12-1.88

Pepsi - Cole

34-15

14.39-5.61

After Round 4

VPs

1. MANGOES

62.89

2. MELTZER

50.01

3. PEPSI

49.80

4. DONNER

44.73

5. GUPTA

36.45

6. KOEPPEL

27.50

7. FERM

26.37

Follow us on Facebook

8. COLE

22.25

Click the link

Mangoes remain undefeated
Little more than halfway the field is
shattered to pieces. The Mangoes
continue their raid through the ranks,
Meltzer, Pepsi and Donner trying to
keep up. Gupta in 5th have a fair shot
at the top 4, whereas the bottom 3
need to rearm and fire at everything
that moves.

Link to results

Alt Mixed results
Link to previous Alts & bulletins

Bulletins

Rules and regulations
The numbers 1 through 4 from the round robin will go to the
semifinals. In case of a tie in victory points:
1. the mutual result will decide
2. still equal: the most ’wins’ (BAM-ish) will decide.
3. after that: the team with the highest IMP score on a board will
go through
The winner of the round robin may choose its opponent between the teams placed 3 and 4. T
he captain will mail their choice to info@netbridge.online within an hour after the round robin is finished. If late, then matches will be: 1 versus 4 and 2 versus 3.
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Memory Lane

By Mark Horton

Too many years ago to remember I wrote
a Bols Bridge Tip entitled 'Don't be afraid
to Respond'. It was considered by some to
be avant-garde, but nowadays it is very
much the plat du jour. The latest issue of
BeBRIDGE extols its virtues.
A typical example occurred on this deal
from the match between Mangoes and
Koeppel:
Board 17. Dealer North. None Vul.
		
♠AQ53
		
♥A
		
♦K97
		
♣AK876
♠ 9 2			
♠ J 10
♥ K 10 4			
♥Q987532
♦ A Q 6 4			
♦ J 10
♣ Q J 10 8			
♣94
		
♠K8764
		
♥J6
		
♦8532
		
♣52
Open Room
WEST

NORTH

EAST

Tebha

Francheschetti Grue

Setton

1♣

Pass

1♠

Pass

2♦

Pass

3♦

Pass

4♠

All Pass

At this point I was tempted to contact
the Editor and ask her to set aside a large
number of pages so that I could write a
short treatise on the topic of reverses.
However, my wife pointed out that it was
the first time this year it has been warm
enough to have a drink in the garden and
so of necessity this report is somewhat
attenuated.
In order to indicate its complexity suffice
it to say that the high priest of Acol, Eric
Crowhurst, suggests that it is non-forcing.
On the other hand if you play Blackout
then the sequence 1♣-1♠-2♦-3♦ is game
forcing and at least a mild slam try.
What I can say with confidence is that
there was no sign of anyone blacking out
on this deal as North jumped to the easy
game, +450.
Closed Room
WEST

NORTH

EAST

SOUTH

Baroni

Grossack

Bessis

Koeppel

1♣

2♥

Pass

3♠

All Pass

SOUTH

You might open the North hand 2NT,
but 1♣ cannot be criticised. When South
responded 1♠ North decided to reverse.

3♥

With his dry 2-7-2-2 East contented
himself with overcalling at the twolevel, relieving South of the obligation to
respond and West raised the ante. When
North bid 3♠ (anyone for double?) South's
pessimistic Pass (I like that phrase, remind
me to use it more often) resulted in the
loss of 6 IMPs.
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THE NEW ONLINE
MAGAZINE
FOR BRIDGE
ADDICTS
WHAT'S NEXT?
The second issue of BeBRIDGE is a blockbuster, with feature length
articles on the impact of COVID-19 and the affinity between Chess
and Bridge. We take a trip to the island of Madeira, home of one of the
great bridge Festivals, and enjoy the latest monastic tale from the
master story-teller, David Bird. Alain Lévy shows you how to improve
your opening leads and Philippe Cronier starts a new series.

WANT TO SUBSCRIBE?
It couldn't be simpler, go on:

https://us.lebridgeur.com
You can also subscribe by phone at +33 (0)1 42 96 87 34
or by email at abonnement@lebridgeur.com
Once you subscribe to BeBRIDGE, you will be able to access and download
your magazine anytime on your computer and tablet.

And The Glut Goes On
The glut of good boards continued in
Round 3, and once again I was spoiled for
choice of which hands to regale you with
from the top versus bottom clash between
Mangoes and Koeppel. I settled on these
two for your delectation.
Board 6. E / EW

♠
♥
♦
♣

KQT98762
K
T53
A

♠
♥
♦
♣

J43
53
AK42
KQT7
N
W

E
S

♠
♥
♦
♣

A
AQ97
QJ96
9854

♠
♥
♦
♣

5
JT8642
87
J632

WEST

NORTH

EAST

SOUTH

Tebha

Franceschetti

Grue

Setton

--

--

Pass

1♦

4♠

Dbl

Pass

5♥

Pass

6♦

All Pass

By Martin Cantor

an opening bid. South however seems to
have taken it as more for takeout promising hearts, and apparently paying scant
regard to the maxim that you should only
bid the five level if you expect to make.
Single dummy the diamond slam isn’t
entirely hopeless, but it’s much against the
odds even before you factor in the likely
bad breaks.
Tebha cashed the ♣A then played the ♠K.
Setton drew two rounds of trumps with
the jack and king then took the losing
heart finesse. West cleared trumps to leave
declarer with a further loser in each of
hearts and clubs. Three down for -150.
The auction in the other room was shorter,
and although I would have doubled with
the North hand, Zach Grossack showed
that his judgment is better than mine
since 5♦ is in fact unbeatable. However,
making it is not straightforward, as we
saw.
WEST

In high level competitive auctions like this
a double of 4♠ is generally best played
as strongly penalty oriented rather than
primarily takeout, unlike a double of 4♥
which tends to be more takeout-ish with a
focus on spades.
So North’s double seems fair enough with
opening and fair defensive values opposite

NORTH

EAST

SOUTH

von Arnim Grossack

Lorenzini

Koeppel

--

--

Pass

1♦

4♠

5♦

Pass

Pass

Dble

All Pass

The ♠K lead was followed by two rounds
of trumps ending in hand, then a club up
and a third round of trumps from West,
bringing us to the same position as the
other room, and just as in the other room
declarer now, and naturally, took the
losing heart finesse.
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Daniela von Arnim
Photo: Peg Kaplan

Board 12. W / NS

♠
♥
♦
♣

32
KT6
74
T98753

The ♠Q was ruffed in hand followed by
another club to an honour and declarer
was still on track to bring home the bacon
in this position, needing all the tricks:

♠
♥
♦
♣

T98
-

♠
♥
♦
♣

3
4
T
N
W

E
S

♠
♥
♦
♣

A97
-

♠
♥
♦
♣

♠
♥
♦
♣

54
Q
KT983
AKQJ4
N
W

E
S

♠
♥
♦
♣

KQJ97
AJ9753
A2
--

♠
♥
♦
♣

AT 8 6
842
QJ65
62

Two strong but misfittiing hands are
always difficult to bid - and often also
difficult to play even if you can get to the
optimal contract. No great alarums in the
first room:

JT
J

Declarer had a complete count on the hand
and needed to play the remaining trump
to squeeze East. Unfortunately she led a
heart and had to lose another in that suit.
Down one doubled was -100 and a gain of
2 where she might have gained 12.

WEST

NORTH

EAST

SOUTH

Tebha

Franceschetti

Grue

Setton

Pass

1♦

Pass

1♥

Pass

2♣

Pass

2♠

Pass
Pass

3♣
3NT

Pass
All Pass

3♥

The defence started a low spade and
declarer played another top spade back.
Now Joe Grue tried a heart which Tebha
won with the king to return another heart,
at which point declarer could claim 11
tricks.
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“Next door” we had a new EW pair, though
that was not the cause of the excitement:
WEST

NORTH

EAST

SOUTH

Baroni

Grossack

Bessis

Koeppel

Pass

1♦

Pass

1♥

Pass

2♣

Pass

2♠

Pass

2NT

Pass

3♠

Pass

3NT

Pass

4NT

Pass

6NT

All Pass

Zach Grossack

Yes, North has more than a minimum, and
a potential source of tricks in clubs, but the
bidding screams misfit, so 4NT is marginal.
As it happens any opening lead, even the
ace of spades, leaves declarer a trick short,
but when Bessis chose the ♥2, Baroni,
not unreasonably, put the ten in when
declarer ducked.

Lynne Koeppel

Now declarer was in with a chance, needing to get four spades to go with with
two in each red suit and four clubs. But
to get those four spade tricks you need to
finesse for the ten, and when you have
better chances of spades 3-3, or the ten
dropping doubleton, there is no reason to
finesse, and Grossack duly played a spade
to the king, then the queen from dummy,
and now there was no way home.
Note the problem caused by the misfit:
owing to the lack of entries to hand, you
cannot play for the additional chance of
♠Ax in East. The result then was one that
many of us know all too well, minus 13
instead of plus 13.
After twenty swingy boards Mangoes ran
out very comfortable winners to consolidate their position at the top of the table.
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Love or Hate Playing Bridge Online?
We want to hear your views
How has your life as a bridge player changed and what challenges do you face?
Please share your lockdown experiences of bridge by
emailing bamsa@stir.ac.uk
One off accounts or weekly/monthly diary entries
are welcomed by players of all ages from all countries - pros, teachers, club owners or service providers.
It doesn’t have to take long and will be of use for
understanding the short-term and longer term
impacts of the current situation for the bridge
community.
For more info see:
https://keepbridgealive.bridgecloud.com/about/
bridge-in-the-time-of-covid-19

”I’m busier now than I’ve ever
been in the real world.”
- Alex Hydes

Victim of the Day

by Christina Lund Madsen

Morten Bilde

How old are you and where do you live?
- I am 56, and live in Ballebo "the smallest
town on earth" in Denmark.

Jesolo in 2007 - I believe the average age of
the team was 13 or 14. ☺

Søren is a carpenter running his own business, and here in the non-bridge Corona
What do you do for a living?
time, Dennis is lucky that Søren always
needs help in his projects. Actually Søren
(sometimes) even thinks Dennis is doing a
- I try to keep my wife happy. ☺
When I quit my job in 2015 to start worgood job as a craftsman.
king with school bridge, I was lucky that
The brothers have established a property
Dorte (my wife) agreed to me doing this as company together, aiming at buying proit was 100% volunteer work. As our organi- perty and renting it out.
sation developed, we found kind sponsors Søren also plays bridge, and is well-known
and foundations that have supported us,
for his business Redoubles. ☺
so all is not on Dorte any more.
I spend all my time teaching and develSøren, Majka and Dennis live within 5
oping school and youth bridge. This project minutes in Aarhus, and are doing many
is very much like starting up a new comthings together.
pany, the main difference being that we
are mostly working with volunteers.
What is the best thing about being Dennis
Bilde’s father?
What do you like to do not involving bridge?
- I am happy that Dennis stuck to his
- I like active interests like tennis, skiing,
(very early) decision that he wanted to be
walking/running - all kinds of things that a professional bridge player. The young
involve social contact with others.
people of today have so many opportunities, and it is very hard for them to make
Most know Dennis; tell us about your other a choice. I believe that you have to find a
two children and if they play bridge.
job that makes you happy and that you
are dedicated to. And it was obvious to me
- Dennis has two younger siblings, sister
and Dorte that bridge was the only thing
Majka (28) and brother Søren (26).
Dennis was dedicated to.
Majka has finished her Maths/economics
studies in the local University in Aarhus,
and lives in Aarhus with her fiancé Daniel
- they were to get married this april, but
Corona postponed it. She is now working
for ATEA - a Norwegian based IT-company.
Majka has played bridge for many years,
and started on the Danish Girls team in

Although he is not as smart as his siblings,
Dennis is quite sharp, and I was confident that if he did not make it as a bridge
player, he would be able to establish a
career somewhere else. But I am happy
that it worked out for him. He is now
making a living by the thing he loves most
- bridge.
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It shook the bridge world when two almost unknown Danes won the
Vanderbilt with Sabine Auken and Roy Welland in 2013.
Today only known as the Vanderbilde in Denmark.

What is the worst thing about being Dennis
Bilde’s father?
- In his younger days Dennis was not
very good at keeping the time. He missed
flights, trains and tournament starting
times, and I often had to "hide" this for his
mother, so she did not get too nervous.
Once we were to play against Tor and Geir,
and the 3 oldies were ready to start.
"Where is Dennis ?" asked Tor.
Don't worry I said, I woke him up before I
left the room. 5 minutes later Tor said:
"I bet he fell asleep again".
And of course Tor was right. I went back to
the room and Dennis was fast asleep.
Of course we finished the 10 board round
in due time - The Norwegians are quick
players. ☺

- The School bridge project is running well.
It is easy for us to get into the schools, and
we are lucky to find a lot of volunteer helpers in the Danish bridge Clubs. Our main
challenge now is to help the bridge clubs
create opportunities for the young players
to play bridge - move them from school
bridge to "bridge as a hobby". This involves
both the bridge community - clubs and
federations - but also involves changing
the image of bridge.
The Corona has put a halt to our activities
in the Schools. The kids are now slowly
getting back to school, but normal activity
will not resume until start of the next
school year in August.

Actually the Corona has given us what
I think is a very good opportunity with
online bridge and online teaching of
Now to Marion’s question for you:
bridge. A lot of clubs in Denmark are now
How are you doing teaching Danish school
starting to arrange online tournaments,
children how to play bridge and how has the and this will be a good way to get new
corona affected that?
young players into club bridge.
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We are also working on online teaching
modules for the schools, and obviously
this will also give extra opportunities in
the teaching of young people.
Finally the Corona has given us more time
to work with our online marketing project
- to promote bridge to parents, kids and
schools.
What advice do you have for parents, who
are eager to teach their uninterested children bridge?
- Realize that for kids, bridge is a social
activity. You don't want them to play with
their parents or grandparents, but with
their friends. So make the best friends of
your kids interested in bridge, and your
own kids will follow. This is actually not as
hard as it may sound, because all kids like
to play games.
Try to focus on that instead of wanting to
play with your kids yourself. When your
kids have learned to like bridge, you can
always try to play with them and see if
that works. ☺
Who do you want to partner, kiss, kill between your teammates Debbie Rosenberg,
Huub Bertens and Vinita Gupta?
- Obviously I want to partner Vinita, but I
am not sure if i'm allowed to kiss her yet.
☺
I played quite a bit against Huub in the
old days while he was still in Europe - and
often wanted to kill him after we lost, but
maybe it is too late now?
That leaves the kiss for Debbie, which I
hope she doesn't mind. ☺

What is the most memorable moment in
your bridge life?
- Surely the years I played with Dennis - it
was interesting to discover the world of
professional bridge. And of course the
2013 Vanderbilt win with Roy and Sabine
was exciting. The first time we played in
the US.
If you could go back in time and do
something different in your life, what would
it be?
- I would have gotten up a little earlier
in the 80'es and learned to do something
with my hands. I now realize that this is a
skill I miss. Unfortunately I usually played
bridge too much, and then slept too long in
the mornings.
Who from the Alt Mixed do you think
should be the next victim for questioning in
the bulletin?
Tell us something you would like to know
about this person.
- May Sakr.
What is the Corona situation in Lebanon how do you cope?
What are the possibilities of making
bridge popular in Lebanon and countries
like Lebanon?
We will be back tomorrow with more from
May.
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Teams / Players / Nicknames
Gupta
Vinita Gupta		
Naren Gupta		
Debbie Rosenberg
Martine Verbeek
Morten Bilde		
Huub Bertens		

Vinita
Nareng
Debrose
Sissy88
Ballebo
H Bertens

Koeppel
Anam Tebha 		
anamtebha
Joe Grue 		
joegrue
Signe Buus Thomsen Thomsen
Zach Grossack
germs345
Lynne Koeppel
lgkoeppel
Meltzer
Benedict Cronier
Catherine D’Ovidio
Marc Bompis		
Michel Abecassis
Nick Demirev 		
Rose Meltzer 		
Sylvie Willard
Mangoes
Thomas Bessis
Irene Baroni 		
Cedric Lorenzini
Daniela von Arnim
Hilda Setton
Pierre Franceschetti

patapon2
emotion
Bompis
mik22
ndemirev
rcm
whywhy

malpaluche
princi
pierced
darnim
explumber
gewd

Cole
Alejandro Bianchedi
Andrea Manno
Giorgia Botta		
Ida Gronkvist		
Margie Cole		

alecuque
Maqeda
gio 89
Halko
mtc146

Pepsi
Andrei Gromov
Anna Gulevich
Danuta Kazmucha
Dominic Filipowicz
Jacek Pszczola
May Sakr		

Agromov017
Katt
dana_5
consus88
pikolo
mayyou

Donner
Kevin Dwyer		
Cecilia Rimstedt
Marion Michielsen
Per-Ola Cullin		
Sandra Rimstedt
Gary Donner 		

kdwyer
Cillar
Lady007
pocken
Sandria
Gdonnersc1

Ferm
Barbara Ferm
Sjoert Brink		
Bas Drijver		
Christina L. Madsen
Simon de Wijs
Meike Wortel		

Bjf54
sjoertBr
BasDr
christinas
sm1
meikever

How to kibitz the Alt Mixed teams on BBO
As in the Alt Invitational, we expect many spectators on BBO. However we cannot guarantee there will
always be a match on Vugraph.
Even if the Alt Mixed Teams is not broadcasted via the BBO Vugraph, you can still watch any of your
favourites. You simply search for your favourite player’s nickname and join his or her table.
If you wish to watch the players whenever they are online, you search for your chosen one (fx Bas Drijver ’BasDr’, click on the name and choose ’follow’ instead of neutral. Any time you see him online, you
can click on him and take a seat at his table (assuming the tournament allows it).
See you on BBO!
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How to kibitz the Alt Mixed teams on BBO
As in the previous editions of the Alt Invitational, we expect thousands of spectators on BBO. Even
though the Alt is not broadcasted via the BBO Vugraph, you can still watch any of your favourites.
You simply search for your favorite player’s nickname and join his or her table.
If you wish to watch the players whenever they are online, you search for your chosen one (fx Bas Drijver ’BasDr’, click on the name and choose ’follow’ instead of neutral. Any time you see ham online, you
can click on him and take a seat at his table (assuming the tournament allows it). See you on BBO!

www.bid72.com / info@bid72.com

big 5
These are the 5 pillars of bid72, the premium app on bridge bidding.
Download bid72 from the App Store or Google Play and you are good to go.

1. Random hands www.bid72.com/random-boards/
✔ unilimited number of interesting boards, with and without competitive bidding
✔ ranking and rating
✔ fit for any system at any level
3 weeks free trial (no strings attached)
1 month USD 3.49 / 12 months USD 28.99

2. Topic boards www.bid72.com/topics/
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔

a set of Topic boards is dedicated to a specific piece of bridge theory
each set contains appr. 100 boards ready to bid in-app
3 levels of themes: starter/club/expert
popular themes: Jacoby Transfers, Check-Back Stayman, Gazzilli
sheets with preferred methods designed by the world’s best players and teachers
1 Topic costs 100 Bid Points
1oo Bid Points USD 1.99/ 500 Bid Points USD 6.99/ 1000 Bid Points USD 12.99

3. Bidding contests www.bid72.com/bidding-contest/
✔ for bridgeclubs and communities
✔ each month 8 new boards in-app
✔ results and handrecords
free service for users with a bid72 account (even in trial)

4. Create your own boards www.bid72.com/create-and-upload-your-own-boards/
✔ create and upload your own boards to bid72
✔ for players, teachers and coaches to practice themed boards with partners and classes
check the link above for (low) costs

5. Basic education www.bid72.com/teachers/
✔
✔
✔
✔

sets of practice boards for starters
relevant powerpoints presentations
feedback to teachers
teachers follow their own rithm and plan
free service for students with bid72 account (even in trial)
discount for teachers on their bid72 account

